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The long-awaited new book from the best-selling author of The 48 Laws of Power. For the first time in Russian! Why do some
people succeed and others don't? How to make sure that you earn more, and your work brings you pleasure? You will find

answers to all these questions in this book. Everything you need to know to be successful can be summarized in a short formula
1+2+3+4+5+â€¦ Bring harmony into your life and get the necessary strength to move forward! Each of us has 24 hours to make

our future more successful. This book will help you implement 20 rules to help you get everything you want and achieve your
goals. And you will understand that nothing and no one will stop you on the way to your dream! The mythology of success Yun
Suixin How to make important things simple original name Jun Sui-sing Building Distinctive Workflow In Productivity Matters

publishing house Teva Series insight Creative myths ISBN 978-5-9176316-6-8 Copyright Â© Jun Sie-sin, 2016 This book is
free to use until it is published. All rights reserved. When you copy a link to the source is required. Author: Yoon Sui Sing
Designer: Chris Lipp Year of publication: 2015 Pages: 143 Maxwell, who considered his models to be amazing engineering
toys, did not know that a game can only have 30% value, and 60% is structure, processes, experience. Ultimately, Maxwell

thought of a triangle, consisting of a person observing the triangle and analyzing it, each being a constant observer of the other
side of the triangle, who had needs, desires, dreams, goals. â€¦ This is an amazing book because there is a heart to this concept

and it is presented in a very clear and coherent way
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